
Chief Pairing Master Responsibilities

The chief pairing master will be responsible and oversee all aspects of tournament pairing and 
bracketing operations.  He/she will oversee all members of the pairing team including the 
assistant pairers and TSO.

Most often is a category P1 or P1E and must hold a current USWOA license and Safe Sport 
certification. The chief pairer is responsible for supervising the entire pairing team.

One of the most important roles of the chief pairer is to lead and mentor the assigned pairers 
and TSO to teach by letting them do tasks instead of doing them his/herself.

1. Must have thorough knowledge of Trackwrestling and/or Flo Arena and must have 
successfully completed a TW or Flo certification. 

2. Prior to the event
a. Communicate with USAW office for Admin password at least 2 weeks prior to 

the event.  Share an admin log in with your assigned TSO if you would like to 
delegate any tournament set up tasks to your TSO.  This only applies to a 
Trackwrestling event.  At a Flo event, the admin password will be given upon 
arrival to the venue.  

b. Communicate with the assigned pairers so they know what is expected of them 
so they can to begin to prepare for the event and to open those lines of 
communication, so everyone is informed leading into the event.

c. Print out official sign-in sheet.
d. Communicate with the LOC to find out if the tournament will be operated on a 

local server or live online.
e. Communicate with USAW office to find out how weigh-ins are being handled.

f. Confirm/Setup Settings
i. Make sure all Weight Classes and Groups/Divisions are correct.
ii.Make sure all Bracket Types are correct in tournament according to 

placing and tournament format.
iii. Have a thorough understanding of how Rounds are coordinated 

and affect event.   (Make determination with LOC and USAW on if smaller 
weights will be completed early or if all medals need to sync up)

iv. Add total number of Mats.
v.Make sure correct style and Match Length/Time Period are selected.
vi. Make sure minimum Rest Time is set correctly.

g. Double check settings such as bracket types, order of wrestling, period times, 
rest time between matches, verify placement matches are set up according to 
the event plan on the rounds page, etc.



3. On site prior to the event

a. Communicate with USAW in order to download wrestlers from membership 
system and upload into tournament.  (For dual events, there is no upload option 
for wrestlers. Trackwrestling staff will need to help import.) Must ensure that 
seeding criteria has been added before export from USAW membership before 
importing to event.

b. Print weigh-in cards if necessary.
c. Start preliminary planning based on current number of wrestlers.
d. Introduce yourself to your pairing team and conduct your pairing clinic.
e. Find out if anyone needs to take a test and begin to plan the schedule for tests, 

who will be designated to teach the pairing test clinics and who will proctor the 
tests.

4. Weigh ins
a. Designate who you want to enter weights, pick up cards from weigh-ins, who will 

have clerk responsibilities, etc.
b. Print double-check sheets after all weights have been entered.
c. Work with your assistant pairers to deal with no shows appropriately according 

to the system your tournament is being run on.
d. Enter medical alerts from medical liaison from previous tournament if there are 

any.

5. Work with USAW rep to work with the flow chart throughout the tournament to 
determine the order of weights, the number of bouts within each weight, the number of 
mats in use at any time, the number of rounds per session.

6. Bracketing/Numbering
a. Work with assistant pairers to assign bracket types (if needed), ensure 

seeding/separation criteria are present/active and build brackets.
b. Number bouts according to the instructions in the TW or Flo step-by-step 

document as appropriate and use the starting bout number supplied to you by 
the USA rep.

c. Make brackets public online when completed and print wall copies if necessary.

7. Assign Mats
a. Work with assistant pairers to ensure mats are loaded correctly.
b. Ensure that everything is ready for the start of the tournament.



8. Prepare information for the announcer
a. List of states, # of wrestlers, estimated bouts in the session, starting bout #, etc.

9. Print wall chart brackets after each round if necessary.

10. Set up pairing reports (TW event only) and monitor bouts per hour on each mat.
a. Communicate with USA rep and Head Mat Official as needed to ensure mats are 

running smoothly and efficiently.
b. Stay in communication with USA rep, Head Mat Official and other tournament 

pairing teams regarding shifting/cutting mats as needed.

11. Athlete bios
a. Communicate with USA Media staff on how bios will be handled according to the 

event you are assigned to.

12. Second Weigh-Ins (as needed).

13. Manage all aspects of finals and delegate tasks accordingly.

14. Supervises the entire operation of pairing and announcements.  Mentor assistant 
pairers and TSO throughout all tournament operations.

All questions should be directed first to the chief pairing master or his/her assistant, who then 
determines the answer from the proper person. This practice eliminates unnecessary 
interruptions, which cause errors.

Complete Pairing Tournament Report and Pairer evaluations if needed


